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New Vacancy 
For Dortmund office 
 

tyntec (www.tyntec.com) is a mobile interaction specialist, enabling businesses to 

integrate mobile telecom services for a wide range of uses – from enterprise mission�

critical applications to internet services. The company reduces the complexity involved in 

accessing the closed and complex telecoms world by providing a high quality, easy�to�

integrate and global offering using universal services such as SMS, voice and numbers.  

 

Our constant business growth, reputation for quality and ever�expanding global presence 
mean entrepreneurial spirit is a highly valued trait amongst our vibrant workforce. With 

more than 150 people from 40 nations spread across UK, Germany and Singapore and 

US tyntec has fostered a dynamic, multicultural and energetic team culture. Be part of it! 

 

For our Dortmund office we are looking for an enthusiastic: 

 

Database Developer (f/m) 
 
As a Database Developer you are a talented professional with expertise in databases.  

 

You work as part of the development team and take care of database related aspect. You 

demonstrate your ability to develop and maintain complete database solutions for a 
variety of business requirements and challenges.  

 

In this hands�on role you work on our various databases. You keep focused attention to 

the needs of the systems and their different requirements.  

 

It is your job to direct the course of development by discussing solutions and possible 

new approaches. You have to communicate effectively and solution oriented with team 

members, internal customers, management and other business stakeholder. As sharing 

knowledge is very important to you, you coach colleagues and take responsibility for the 

design. 

 

 

Main Responsibilities: 

 

 Highly collaborate within an agile team consisting of software� and database 
developers, architects, project manager and business departments to understand 

business & application needs to develop a holistic solution together 

 Work on multiple projects to provide adequate and proactive support for various 

business initiatives and applications 
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 Offer ideas and options for pragmatic solutions which are in balance with the mid�

to�long�term goals of the database domain and the department 

 Key contributor for the design, implementation, testing, deployment, maintenance 

and tuning of complex database systems with fast turn�around 

 Apply innovation, creativity and pragmatism to database development process 

and implement process and procedural improvements 

 Model databases and develop tables, stored procedures, views, triggers, and other 

database objects 

 Provide detailed analysis of problems, database architectural solutions with 

recommendation 

 Investigate, diagnose and monitor database events and resolve complex database 

issues 

 Address production issues that involve SQL database performance tuning and 

replication 
 

 

The ideal candidate should have the following profile: 

 

 Expert database developer & designer focusing on SQL  

 In�depth knowledge in the all aspects of SQL databases enable you to make the 

right technical decisions  

 Committed to provide customer�focused quality service   

 Comfortable taking responsibility for delivering complete solutions, 

troubleshooting and resolving software system problems independently 

 Capable of expressing yourself in a way your audience understands 

 Taking responsibility for others, helping them and guiding them if necessary 

 Keen interest in learning and applying other database technologies, like NoSQL 

 

 

This might be helpful: 

 

 You love to work in an international and exciting environment  

 You are a great table soccer player (or wish to become one) 
 
 

The package: 

 
 A professional, international and exciting environment  
 Challenging and diverse projects 
 Excellent career development opportunities 
 Distinctive team spirit 
 A competitive salary 
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Start of Employment: As soon as possible. 

 

If you are interested in working in an environment where ownership, pragmatism, 

teamwork and open�mindedness are amongst our core values, then we welcome you to 

explore the opportunities at tyntec. Please send your CV and cover letter to Hagen 

Donner (career@tyntec.com). 

 

Please include: “Database Developer” in the title of your email. 

 

 

Contact Details 

 

Hagen Donner: 

Phone: +49 (89) 202 451 260 

e�mail: career@tyntec.com 
Web: www.tyntec.com 

 

 

 


